SECTION 9 PET SHOW

Friday 1st March 2019 2:30pm in the Dog Ring

Chief Steward: Genelle Gregory
Stewardess: Jan Lockyear

Entries: Free and open to anyone under 18yrs
All entrants must have a signed waiver.

No Calves, Cows, Ponies or Horses allowed

The Pet Show is supported by:
Donations - Genelle Gregory, Jan Lockyear

ALL ANIMALS MUST BE KEPT UNDER CONTROL AT ALL TIMES

Prizes: Special 150th Ribbons awarded for each class
Supported by Jan Lockyear

Under 18yrs

Birds

Class
9001 Best kept bird
9002 Best kept poultry
9003 Noisiest bird
9004 Yellowest canary
9005 Most colourful bird
9006 Smallest bird
9007 Largest bird
9008 Best home for bird

Cats

Class
9009 Best kept cat or kitten
9010 Softest cat or kitten
9011 Cat or kitten with the best smile
9012 Fluffiest cat or kitten
9013 Prettiest cat or kitten
9014 Cat or kitten with the longest whiskers
9015 Cat or kitten with the curliest tail
9016 Cat or kitten with the most colours

Dogs

Class
9017 Best kept dog
9018 Dog with the waggiest tag
9019 Longest dog
9020 Shortest dog
9021 Largest dog
9022 Happiest dog
9023 Shaggiest dog
9024 Dog with the biggest feet
9025 Dog with the floppiest ears
9026 Most cuddly dog
9027 Dog with the most colours
9028 Dog with the best trick

Other Pets

Class
9029 Handsomest frog/tadpole
9030 Friendliest fish
9031 Brightest fish
9032 Slowest snail
9033 Busiest ant
9034 Reptiles (no snakes)
9035 Insects (moths, butterflies, beetles, bees, praying mantis, spiders etc)
9036 Fastest mouse
9037 Rabbits
9038 Guinea pigs
9039 Any other pet

5yrs & under

Special section for children 5yrs & under who have not shown a pet in classes 9001-9039

Class
9040 Any pet